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A BSTRACT
Abstract— This paper studies multicast application overlay
networks in a repeated-game framework. In these overlays, users
have both the motivation and the means to alter their position
in the overlay tree. We introduce a repeated-game model of
user behavior that captures the practical tradeoff between a
user’s short-term desire for quality and long-term desire for
the network’s continued existence. We simulate overlay treeformation protocols with this model to study their robustness
to selfish users. We show that this model can explain user
cooperation and provide insight into how overlay systems scale
in the absence of heavyweight mechanisms or identity systems.
We also use the model to derive practical guidance on how to
make multicast overlay protocols more robust to selfish users.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many applications, such as live streaming video or stock
tickers, require efficient distribution of real-time data. IP
multicast is a router-based solution designed to provide a
scalable infrastructure for such applications. By contrast, in an
application-layer multicast overlay network, end-user nodes
use IP unicast to create a virtual multicast tree. Such overlays
have been examined extensively in the literature and are now
beginning to be deployed. Application overlays can approximate many of the same design goals of IP multicast, in
particular sizeable gains in network efficiency. Further, they
are easier to deploy than IP multicast. Application overlays
typically have a much smaller scale and further, ISPs do not
need to be involved in the deployment, thereby eliminating
many complex cost and pricing issues.
However, because these overlay networks rely on end-user
systems, they encounter the issue of user incentives just like
other peer-to-peer applications. Nodes deeper in the tree may
suffer from increased latency, jitter, or loss. Further, nodes
supporting many children may suffer from increased bandwidth or CPU utilization. This may cause nodes to attempt
to place themselves higher in the tree or to support fewer
children. Even this simple selfish behavior can wreak havoc
on the system and its efficiency.
One approach to these incentive issues is to design mechanisms to directly detect or prevent cheating. Proposed tools
here include identities, monitoring systems, micro-payments,
and reputation schemes. Indeed, a study of the system using
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standard one-shot game theory suggests that we cannot engender user cooperation without either financial incentives or
tight monitoring. However, it is often impossible to implement
either payment schemes or tight controls; even if possible,
they likely require a heavy infrastructure investment. Further,
systems (e.g., [5]) without this additional infrastructure often
perform reasonably well in practice!
In this paper, we demonstrate that this apparent paradox can
be explained by the key observation that even selfish users
want the system to exist in the future. We use the tools of
repeated game theory to develop a model of user behavior
that captures this positive aspect of user incentives. In our
model, a user’s benefit depends on her position in the overlay
tree. A strategic user evaluates each potential action based on
its total expected benefit: the sum of her immediate benefit
and a (discounted) future benefit over the expected lifetime
of the system. An action to deviate from the protocol might
improve her immediate benefit, but have the side-effect of
degrading the system performance and hence shortening its
expected lifespan. Thus, she will deviate from the protocol
only if the immediate gains from cheating exceed the future
expected loss.
In contrast to most earlier work on mechanism design for
networks, we assume a minimal infrastructure. We explicitly assume that there is no central trusted entity, nor any
form of a payment system. Further, we do not attempt to
devise an effective monitoring, identity, or reputation system.
These assumptions reflect the reality of the current Internet.
Further, even if such machinery could exist, it would likely
come at a significant (monetary or performance) cost. It is
therefore important to consider alternative design approaches
when possible. With this model, we study the performance
of overlay multicast formation protocols in the face of selfish
user behavior. We aim to evaluate the protocol performance,
and to identify protocol parameters or features that improve
robustness to selfish users.
Another key difference of our model is that the repeatedgame analysis makes the motivation for cooperation endogenous to the model. Whether a user deviates from the protocol
is determined by her current and future payoffs, and is
thus directly dependent on the system design. In contrast,
earlier explanations of cooperation in overlay networks assume
that users have an exogenous fixed type that determines
their propensity to cheat. For example, users are modeled
as cheaters or non-cheaters [17], or assigned an altruism
parameter [11] [8]. Real user behavior is probably influenced

by exogenous type differences as well as other factors such
as bounded rationality. An ideal model would include all
these factors. However, we believe that an endogenous model
of cooperation is useful for two reasons. (1) It has fewer
degrees of freedom than models requiring a distribution of
altruism types; this makes it easier to make sharp, testable
predictions. For example, our model naturally predicts that, as
the number of users grows, the fraction of users who deviate
will tend to increase. Such a trend was earlier observed in
various systems by Huang et al. [12]. (2) Even if real user
behavior involves both a system-independent altruism type and
a system-dependent endogenous incentive to cooperate, the
latter aspect is likely to be more useful to system designers.
We believe these two differences are significant and use our
model to derive novel practical insight into multicast overlay
formation techniques. Because our model explains a user’s
willingness to cheat based on her location in the tree, we can
compare the robustness of different topologies and tree formation techniques. In simulation, we compare the tree-formation
protocol NICE [2] to a naive tree-formation algorithm that
maximizes the network efficiency. The results suggest that
NICE is more robust to selfish users, and can actually lead
to greater efficiency under fairly general conditions. We then
consider the impact of a basic NICE parameter, the cluster
size. We find that, under reasonable conditions, increasing the
cluster size can create more robust, and thus potentially more
efficient, trees.
We believe that our assumptions and style of analysis may
be applicable to a variety of problems, including other peerto-peer applications, traditional wireless networks, as well as
ad-hoc networking problems.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
we present some background information on overlay trees,
focusing on the NICE protocol. In Section III, we explain
and motivate the problem. In Section IV, we examine several
natural candidate solutions, and argue that they are not useful
in this setting. Given this motivation, we present our model
in Section V and our simulation methodology in Section VI.
In Section VII we present our core results. Because we use
a simple and specific model in our main analysis, we then
consider a wide range of relaxing assumptions in Section VIII,
and see that our qualitative results are insensitive to these
assumptions. We summarize our conclusions in Section IX.
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Fig. 1. A three-dimensional depiction of the NICE protocol. Leaders from
the lower layers become the members of the higher layers. (Figure taken from
[2])

For most of this paper, our analysis focuses on a particular
protocol, NICE, which we select for several reasons. For the
single-source application we consider, so called tree-first protocols which create singly rooted trees are most appropriate.
NICE is a tree-first protocol which specifies several constraints
on the tree (discussed below). Those tree-first protocols that
do not specify constraints easily permit strategic manipulation.
(For example, if a node can select its number of children,
as in [5], it can easily select 0.) Finally, relative to other
multicast-overlay protocols, NICE has been shown to have
good performance across a variety of metrics [2] including
communication overhead. While some of these metrics are
orthogonal to our study, it makes NICE a good candidate for
exploration.
NICE structures the user-nodes into a hierarchical tree of
clusters. Roughly, each cluster contains nodes that are close to
each other, according to some cost metric. These nodes in turn
select the centroid of the cluster to be their leader. Clusters
are arranged in a hierarchy of layers, such that the members
of a cluster at layer  are leaders of clusters at layer  − 1, as
depicted in Figure 1. As such, all nodes belong to a layer 0
cluster.
Tree maintenance is a completely distributed process. To
join, a node descends through the tree, selecting the closest
node in a given cluster and then querying it for its children.
To balance the tradeoff between stretch and stress, the tree
maintains a cluster size parameter, k. If a cluster becomes
smaller than k, it merges with a nearby cluster that shares a
common parent. Similarly, if a cluster becomes larger than
3k, the cluster is split, and the two new cluster leaders
become children of the old cluster leader’s parent. The cluster
leaders also periodically attempt to improve the tree, either by
transferring leadership to a new centroid or by finding a better
parent.
Further details and results on NICE can be found in [2].

II. NICE AND M ULTICAST T REE F ORMATION P ROTOCOLS
The purpose of a tree formation protocol is to connect the
user-nodes to the source in an overlay tree that is efficient in
multiple dimensions. Desirable properties include scalability,
low communication overhead, and fast convergence in the face
of nodes churn. Traditional performance metrics include stress,
the maximum load induced on any router in the network; and
stretch or relative-delay-penalty (RDP), the ratio of the latency
of receiving a packet through the overlay versus directly from
the source. Due to differing approaches, requirements, and
tradeoffs between these metrics, there are a variety of proposed
protocols for this particular overlay problem.

III. T HE P ROBLEM
A crucial problem with many tree-formation protocols is
that they assume that users will be faithful to the protocol.
Unfortunately, users have both the motive and the means to
alter their location in the tree. The location in the tree can
significantly impact the stream quality and the load on a
node. Further, in all of these protocols, there are a number
of ways to lie and thus alter one’s position in the tree. In
this section we discuss these motives and means; and examine
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some alternative approaches to the problem. Throughout this
discussion, we refer to this tree-altering behavior as cheating.

A node can simply refuse to serve its children, or
partially-serve them (e.g.,transmit a fraction of the packets).
• A node can delay or drop probes from new children
• When joining the tree, a node can select a cluster where
performance is marginally worse but where it is very
unlikely to become the leader.
The existence of these tricks should not be viewed as a flaw
of NICE. It is designed to operate with faithful users and thus
has no protection whatsoever from any of these cheats. Further,
some of these cheats (such as some of the RTT manipulations)
can potentially be addressed.
However, some manipulation techniques seem to be very
difficult, if not impossible, to address. One particularly potent
technique is a Sybil attack. Sybil attacks involve the creation
of multiple identities to benefit the true user. Sybil attacks
are particularly potent and particularly difficult to prevent.
Amongst other significant practical obstacles for detecting
Sybil attacks is the prevalence of Network Address Translators
(NATs) – which cause many legitimate users to share the same
IP address.
A Sybil attack can easily manipulate a NICE tree. For
example, in the case of NICE, a user could simply claim that
she is a layer  − 1 leader and thus should join a layer 
cluster. One simple defense would be to require the user to
present the IP addresses of the user’s children and descendants.
However, a Sybil attack here would allow the user to create
fake descendants and thwart that defense.
There are several possible, but ultimately incomplete, defenses to Sybil attacks. One simple approach to a Sybil
attack is computational puzzles; for example, each parent
could require each child to solve one puzzle per descendant.
However, in this application, this is unlikely to be an effective
solution. The puzzle is forced to be mild because the system
must support a wide range of end-user machines, and just
a few fake children might be sufficient for a node to cheat.
Other approaches that are discussed in the next section include
identities and payment schemes.
•

A. Why Nodes Want to Cheat
The utility of an end-user is a function of 1) the content
(data, streaming video, etc) obtained from the tree; and 2) the
responsibilities incurred from participating in the tree. These
are in turn defined by the user’s location in the tree and the tree
structure. Consequently, the tree structure is very important.
For a large class of applications, a node’s proximity to the
root significantly impacts the user utility. In any networked
application, processing by intermediate nodes creates the potential for decreased quality, such as increased latency, loss,
or jitter. This is especially relevant in the case of overlay
networks where the intermediate nodes are assumed to be enduser machines, with potentially limited resources.
Another practical consideration is that supporting children
has a negative impact on a user’s utility. Each additional child
supported requires overhead state and resources. While this
overhead need not scale linearly with the number of children,
its impact can be non-trivial. This can be problematic for
several reasons: 1) the user may also care about other tasks
also running at that time, 2) the underlying application using
the overlay may itself be resource intensive (e.g., streaming),
and 3) the hardware and operating system of the machine
is likely not optimized for it to function as a server. These
concerns are validated in practice, for example, in that many
peer-to-peer applications allow users to disable serving as a
parent node [5] [15].
The result of these two considerations is significant. In the
absence of any enforcement mechanism or concern for the
future, these two factors can transform efficient overlay trees
into degenerate, unicast trees.
B. How Nodes Can Cheat in NICE
Given the incentive to cheat, it is important to understand
how readily a node could eliminate children and/or move
higher in the tree. Unfortunately, there are a variety of ways
to do one and/or both in most protocols. In some protocols,
such as those where the user selects the number of children
she wishes to support (e.g., the CMU system [5]) this is trivial.
In others, such as NICE, the process is more subtle but still
quite easy.
For example, to move higher up the tree:1
• A node desiring to be part of a layer  cluster can just
claim to be the leader of a layer  − 1 cluster, even if
such a cluster did not exist.
• A node can manipulate the heartbeat messages so as to
become leader of a given cluster, and then continue to
manipulate while refusing to relinquish leadership. This
could be repeated multiple times to move up the tree.
(This is discussed in further detail in [17].)
To support fewer children:

IV. W HY T HIS P ROBLEM IS H ARD
This ability of a node to manipulate the tree formation
protocol to its advantage is not unique to NICE. Rather, it
is a general problem for multicast overlays that is difficult to
solve without additional machinery. Here, we consider several
reasonable proposals for addressing this problem and discuss
the weaknesses of these solutions. For some approaches, a
more in-depth discussion is warranted, but beyond the scope
of this paper; here, we highlight the most salient points.
In considering the merits of each approach, we make two
key assumptions. First, we assume that only a simple and
lightweight solution is appropriate for this application. Clearly
the problem of content dissemination could be solved with a
variety of architectures.2 Given that an end-user overlay is

1 These cheating strategies are not designed to be optimal or the easiest, but
rather simple and likely effective. In Section IV we discuss how such strategies
may be stopped – but also how some cheats cannot be readily prevented.

2 One approach is to avoid any incentive problem by using a Content
Delivery Network. Here the source pays the CDN, who in turn provides and
controls all the server nodes.
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being used, we presume that the content and the application
are such that a simpler and more light-weight approach is most
appropriate. The second assumption is that Sybil attacks from
a given IP address can not be detected through direct means
(e.g., examining the packets) nor directly prevented (e.g.,
computational puzzles). In light of these two assumptions, we
believe that while each of the following approaches has merit,
none satisfactorily addresses this problem.
•

•

•

•

•

Identities A direct approach to stopping Sybil attacks is
through the use of identities. The identities could be tied
to a form of identification difficult to forge (e.g., inperson presentation of a passport), or could simply be
costly to obtain. No wide-scale system exists today, but
even if such infrastructure were supported by a thirdparty, it would have to be integrated into the overlay
which involves overhead, complexity, and implementation
cost. Further, identities may be inappropriate for the
application due to privacy concerns or simply the hassle
relative to the value of the content.
Micro-Payments The most direct approach to the incentive problem is to introduce payments into the system.
Proposals for such systems include leveraging the VCG
mechanism [20] or taxation schemes [10]. Any payment
system would need some additional infrastructure, and
would probably require an identity system as well.
Bilateral Monitoring and Agreements Bilateral monitoring and rewards have been proposed in other peer-topeer contexts such as peer-storage [6] and file-sharing
networks [3]. However, multicast differs from these applications in that the flow of content is unidirectional–
the parent never receives any content from the child.
Therefore, this approach is not directly applicable. It is
conceivable that bilateral exchange could be implemented
by, say, using concurrent trees with the source alternating
packets among the trees. However, in the absence of
strong identities, it is also vulnerable to the Sybil attack.
Monitoring Direct monitoring of nodes and their behaviors is an attractive, but difficult proposition. First note
that in general there is no way for one node on the Internet
to monitor the actions of another. However, one could
imagine a system in which the source or indeed every
node in the tree performed a series of tests on other
nodes. For example, a monitoring node could pose as
a new node to understand the tree topology, or could
periodically require each node to provide information or
pass a series of tests. Many of these approaches could
prove hard, complex, and/or costly, and moreover they
ultimately can be thwarted with Sybil attacks.
Reputations Reputation schemes combine aspects of
monitoring and identities. Many reputation and trustinference systems have been proposed for peer-to-peer
systems (e.g., [13]) and even multicast-overlay networks
[14]. These systems are challenged in at least two ways.
First, they introduce additional overhead and complexity
to the system. Second, there is a significant tradeoff be-

•

tween efficiency and robustness when using the reputation
information.
For example, consider a large number of legitimate users
in a single sub-network. The efficient solution is likely
form them in a subtree that connects to the tree near the
source. In this topology, they will minimally interact with
the rest of the system, and thus not earn a high reputation.
If they are punished, this is clearly sub-optimal. However,
if they are allowed to form such a tree, then the algorithm
is vulnerable to a Sybil attack.
Intricate Tree Structures One way to counter the Sybil
attack is to build trees that directly minimize the benefits
of cheating. For example, the protocol could build trees
randomly or ensure that multiple entities at a single IP
address are never together in a subtree. These approaches
face the same challenge as reputation schemes: such a
scheme may mitigate cheating, but at a potentially heavy
cost in terms of efficiency.
V. A R EPEATED G AME M ODEL

The negative results of the prior section are troubling for
several reasons. They suggest that application overlays are not
feasible in practice. Further, they do not explain the fact that,
on a limited scale, such applications do exist on the Internet.
A more complete model for this problem must explain this
phenomenon of cooperation, and should ideally do so in a
way that aids system designers to engender such desirable
cooperation among users.
Our core observation is that even selfish users want the
system to exist in the future. If multicast is being used, we
assume it is to some degree required, or beneficial to the
community using it. Reasons for this include a source trying
to avoid a large bandwidth bill, or an end-user trying to
avoid being shut down by an ISP or IT organization while
broadcasting to a large group. In these cases, no user need
care about the state of the network per se. However, all users
want the overlay to continue to exist and thus indirectly care
about the network’s health. In this section, we show that this
dynamic is well captured by a repeated game model.
A. The notion of repeated games
We begin with a brief overview of the concept of a repeated
game. For a more thorough summary, consult [16] or [9].
A repeated game is the repeated play of a particular stage
game. Here, we consider the Prisoners’ Dilemma, a canonical
example which maps nicely to our problem. Two players
simultaneously choose to either cooperate (C) or defect (D),
with stage-game payoffs given by Table I as ordered tuples.
TABLE I
G AME PAYOFFS FOR THE P RISONERS ’ D ILEMMA . P LAYER 1’ S MOVES ARE
THE ROWS , P LAYER 2’ S MOVES ARE THE COLUMNS .

C
D
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C
(1,1)
(2,-1)

D
(-1,2)
(0,0)

In the one-shot stage game, both players will play D.
Regardless of what the other does, it is always in the best
interest for a particular player to defect. The only Nash
Equilibrium (NE) of this game is therefore (D, D). Strikingly,
if the players had both played C, both players would have
been better off.
Now consider the case where the game is played repeatedly.
If the players play a fixed number of rounds (known to both
players), then the unique equilibrium is still (D,D). However,
when the number of rounds is infinite or unknown, other
equilibrium outcomes are possible.
For example, consider the following strategy for each
player:
1) Play C
2) If the other player ever plays D, then play D forever.
If the game is infinite and players do not discount future
periods, then repeatedly playing (C,C) is as an equilibrium
outcome. Here, the threat of punishment causes the selfish
players to not defect. This class of repeated equilibria results,
referred to as the Folk Theorem, can occur even when the
game is finite and/or players are impatient.
We can formally analyze this class of equilibria by defining
the user’s decision making process. The standard approach in
repeated game theory is to model the user as attempting to
maximize the discounted sum of all rounds’ payoffs. Thus, if
(k)
pi represents player i’s payoff in the kth round, player i’s
total payoff Pi is given by
Pi =

∞


to average stress. If the load is too high, or close enough to the
unicast load, the future existence of the network is in jeopardy.
There are several potential reasons for this phenomenon. An
ISP or IT department might shut the overlay down if there
is too much traffic; the source might stop using an inefficient
network; or, the community might abandon the system for a
competing system.3
The second key aspect of the system is that the performance
of the entire overlay network affects this likelihood of it
ceasing to exist. We model this by postulating a (e.g., ISP)
Response Function. This function determines, for a given value
of the network load, the probability that the system will be shut
down after the current round.
For this feedback to work, the nodes require some signal of
the load, and also some knowledge of the response function.
In practice, users can obtain a reasonable indication of the
network’s state from the source, or from traversing the network itself. Similarly, the (non-strategic) source could provide
information on the response function. This could be a datafeed or a more crude method, such an email to users regarding
the pressure the source is getting from its ISP. Finally, we note
that in practice, the users do not even need a noisy signal of
the entire response function, but only the local derivative. For
simplicity, in our model, we assume that the users have perfect
information as to the state of the network and the direct impact
of their actions. (We will relax these assumptions in Section
VIII.) In our model, users do not consider the impact of their
actions on other users’ willingness to cheat. (We discuss this
assumption more formally in Section VI-I.)
Combining these key components, our model can explain
cooperation in overlay networks without relaxing the standard
model of an individual as a rational (selfish) utility-maximizer.
This idea is deeply rooted in the game theory literature.
However it contrasts starkly with the Computer Science literature on this class of problems that uses exogenous types.
For example, Mathy et al[17] models cheating in multicast
overlay trees by randomly assigning a given percentage of
users to be cheaters. These cheating nodes always cheat and
the other nodes are not selfish and always faithful. Similarly,
Feldman et al look at the related problem of cooperation in the
context of peer-to-peer file sharing. They develop threshold
[8] and randomized (mixed) [7] strategies which produce a
cooperative equilibrium. While the notion of repetition is
implicit in their models, the relevant parameters (the threshold
or mixing proportion) is again a type exogenous to the model.
By contrast, in our model, the motivation for cooperation is
endogenous. All users are selfish, yet their desire to cheat is
tempered by their concern for the network and informed by
their current and potential future payoffs. This in turn is a
function of the overlay network topology, facilitating analysis
of protocol decisions.

(k)

δ k−1 pi

k=1

Here, the parameter δ satisfies 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1; values of δ strictly
less than 1 can be used to capture the probability of the game
ending after each round, a real or psychological discounting
that player i applies to future payoffs, or some combination
of these effects. In this case, the players will cooperate only
if δ is sufficiently large relative to the parameters of the game
and the particular strategy being played. This model explains
the emergence of cooperation among the players in this game
and permits analysis of the relationship between the game,
strategies, and outcomes.
B. Repeated-game modeling of overlays
We now turn to repeated-game modeling of the multicast
overlay systems. Note that a user’s options of following the
protocol or cheating map to the “cooperate” and “defect”
strategies of the prisoner’s dilemma, although there are multiple possible cheating strategies. A user’s payoff at each step is
determined by her position in the multicast tree. The payoffs
are represented by her utility function. As discussed, it is
natural to assume that a user’s utility decreases with increasing
depth or increasing number of children to be served.
In our model, we assume that the original need for the multicast network, and thus the indirect motivation for cooperation,
is network load. We define network load as the total number of
unique packet-hops to deliver all the traffic, which is analogous

3 In addition to network load, alternative motivations could and likely do
exist. These could include concerns about source load or about degradation
of quality in the face of fixed capacity and other resources. We believe that
these models can be shown to be functionally equivalent. However, we omit
such a discussion due to the space constraints, and for clarity.
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3) User Model: Given an overlay tree, T , we have:
• di (T ) denotes the depth of node i in tree T , and ci (T )
denotes the number of children that i supports in T .
• ui (T ) = ui (di (T ), ci (T )). u(.) is strictly decreasing in
both di and ci .
As discussed in Section V, users have knowledge of L(T ) and
R(.), but not T nor the history of plays that produced T .
4) User Decision: At any point in time, a user may accept
the faithful position in the tree (d, c) with associated load
L, or cheat and obtain some alternative (d , c ) with load
L . By construction we have d < d and/or c < c. We
have u(d , c ) ≥ u(d, c) but such a deviation will produce
a new load L > L. As discussed above, while we later relax
these assumptions in simulation, we assume that all users have
perfect knowledge of R(.), L, and L − L. We also assume
that in practice they can observe δ and c.
If a user accepts a (d, c) (other than (1, 0)), decreasing the
chances of the network’s future existence must outweigh the
benefits of changing the position in the tree. We model this
formally below. In doing so, we assume that users have a
limited understanding of the impact their actions on other
users. In particular, each user moves as if her move will
be the last. In practice, when one user cheats, this may
precipitate more cheating by others. Reasoning about this
process is however not simple for a user, especially given
the subtleties of protocols such as NICE. Therefore, our
model assumes limited rationality – users have no ability to
reason about this impact and do not consider it. The effect
of this is that users are more likely to cheat – making our
results of cooperation conservative. We call this assumption
the Restructuring Assumption and formally state it in Section
VI-I.
Taking these factors, we have that for a user i not to cheat,
the following must hold:

We believe that a complete model of user behavior likely
includes such generosity (captured in altruism types) and nonzero action costs (captured in epsilon-equilibria [4]). Here,
we focus on the repeated game, which we feel is a simpler
explanation and a more useful tool. The repeated game cleanly
explains why these networks work well for few users but do
not necessarily scale without additional mechanisms. Further,
by making the incentive to cooperate endogenous, it facilitates
system analysis and architecture comparison.
C. Formalizing the Repeated Model
Based on these assumptions, we can now model the entire
game. We group the definitions and discussions based on
what they impact the most. We then present the equilibrium
equations.
1) Instance Definition: An instance of the game is defined
as follows:
• A network, G = (V, E), V and E are finite.
• A set of nodes N to be served, N ⊂ V
• A single source, s ∈
/ N , s ∈ V which sends a stream of
data to all nodes directly connected to it. The source has
infinite capacity and constant utility.
• A single, atomic, piece of content to be sent from the
source to the end-users.
2) Tree Related Definitions: Given a problem, we have an
algorithm, A, which constructs an overlay topology, T .
Definition 1: The load of a given link,  for a topology T
and network graph G is denoted as L(, T, G). The load of
an overlay topology, denoted L(T, G) or L(T ), is defined as
the sum of the edge links:

L(, T, G)
L(T, G) =
∈E

Definition 2: A valid tree is one that satisfies the following
properties:
1) All N nodes are connected by T = A(G); and
2) All nodes satisfy the individual rationality constraint,
that is, ui (di , ci ) ≥ 0 ∀i.
We now define the ISP response function, which represents
the probability that the game will end in a given period. In
our analysis we examine particular response functions, but in
general, we could use any response function R that satisfies
certain properties. We formalize this by defining Tmax to be
the unicast tree. That is, Tmax = {(s, i)∀i ∈ N }. TF is defined
to be the faithfully constructed multicast overlay tree, adjusted
by connecting nodes who are further from their parent than
the root to the root. Let LF = L(TF ) and Lmax = L(Tmax ).
1) R(LF ) = 1.0
2) R(Lmax ) < 1.0 and R(Lmax ) ≥ 0
3) dR(L)
dL ≥ 0 for LF ≤ L ≤ Lmax
The first requirement says that the network will exist if
users are faithful. 4 The second says the unicast network will
continue to exist with some probability strictly less than 1.0.
And the third adds that for valid L, R(L) increases with L.
4 We

∞

t=0





δ [R(L)] ui (d, c) ≥ ui (d , c ) +
t

t

∞


δ t [R(L )]t ui (d , c )

t=1

(1)
The left-hand term represents the discounted payoffs to
cooperating. The first right-hand term represents the one-stage
payoff to cheating and the last term represents the continuation
payoff from that cheat.
We simplify:
ui (d, c)
1
≥ ui (d , c ) + δR(L )ui (d , c ) ∗
(2)
1 − δR(L)
1 − δR(L )
And now put the equation in standard repeated game form:
1 − δR(L)
1 − δR(L )
(3)
Quick informal analysis of Eqn(3) provides intuition on the
impact of the various parameters have on a user’s desire to
cheat. Informally:
• Patience of Users As δ → 0, the right hand side goes to
ui (d , c ). Since ui (d , c ) > ui (d, c), we see that users
become more likely to cheat.

ui (d, c) ≥ (1−δR(L))ui (d , c )+δR(L )ui (d , c )∗

could allow for R(LF ) < 1.0, but choose not to for clarity.
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•

•

Benefit to Cheating The benefit to cheating is (u(d , c ) −
u(d, c)). As this increases, the right-hand side becomes
large relative to the left, meaning that users are more
likely to cheat.
Cost to Cheating By contrast, as the cost of cheating
R(L ) − R(L) becomes large, the final term becomes
small, making users less likely to cheat.

One necessary modification of the NICE protocol is that
we allow for multiple top-layer nodes in steady-state. This is
done for multiple reasons. In order that no node has negative
utility, the depth of the tree and the number of children of any
node must be bounded. Yet, the tree protocol must always
allow for additional children of the source as the number
of nodes increases. Furthermore, if the NICE protocol did
not allow for this, a pathological behavior could result where
nodes kept increasing their claimed layer (though fabricated
nodes) to claim leadership of the top level, thereby creating
an instability in the tree. Finally, note that multiple source
children are allowed in the standard NICE protocol in cases
such as partitioned networks. Therefore, it is possible to for
cheating nodes to produce such a topology if they need to.

VI. T HE S IMULATOR M ETHODOLOGY
This problem of multicast overlays is complex with many
variable attributes including the number of players, utility
functions, overlay tree topology, and underlying network
topology. As a result of this complexity, it is not possible
to theoretically analyze the behavior of the entire system.
Therefore, we use simulation to better understand the system
dynamics and to gain intuition for design.
In this section, we describe a simulator designed to capture
and vary these parameters. First, we overview the simulator.
We then discuss several key assumptions implicit and explicit
in the simulator design.

C. Implementation of Cheating
The simulator allows for two potential cheating actions:
connecting to the source and dropping a child. As discussed,
there are a variety of ways to cheat and a variety of partial
defenses that could be used. Our simulator’s implementation
of the cheats is designed to be simple but representative.
Nodes are free to connect directly to the source whenever
they want. When a nodes does so, it maintains the structure
beneath itself. As such, this essentially creates another NICE
tree rooted at the same source. This tree continues to follow
the NICE protocol.
Dropping a child is a slightly more subtle operation due to
the complexity in reconfiguring a tree. While there are multiple
subtle ways to drop a child, the simplest is to simply stop
sending the child any data. In NICE, the orphaned node would
attempt to perform a new leader election within its cluster and
connect to the higher layer. However, this higher layer could
also thwart the orphan. While it is conceivable that we could
detect when the leader at the higher layer would also reject
it, this procedure of determining the exact reconnection point
can be quite complex. Therefore, for simplicity, when a child
is orphaned, the simulator reconnects it directly to the source.
Further, after dropping a child, the parent creates an artificial
child to avoid receiving a new child. Given this behavior, a
parent when considering whether or not to drop a child, first
considers the child who would generate the least amount of
additional load at the source. This maximizes the expected
system lifetime, and hence, the future payoff of the parent.

A. Overview
The goal of the simulator is to model the decisions, actions,
and interactions of self-interested user-nodes who are part of
a single overlay topology.
1) The simulator takes a set of inputs:
• A synthetic network topology.
• A user utility function (u(d, c))
• A number of nodes (N )
• A discount factor (δ)
• A tree formation algorithm
2) The simulator randomly selects a source and N enduser nodes in the topology, and constructs the overlay
tree using the specified algorithm.
3) Each node learns its depth and number of children and
receives a signal of the efficiency of the overlay system.
4) The simulator considers each node in the topology and
allows it to take action. The permissible actions are: 1)
connect to root and 2) drop child.
5) Step 4 is repeated until no node wishes to act.
6) Statistics are collected and reported.
B. Implementation of NICE

D. Randomization

When the tree formation algorithm used is NICE, the simulator uses a custom-built implementation of the NICE protocol.
The NICE modules takes as input a network topology, a
set of N nodes, a source, and a cluster size parameter (k).
The simulator then builds the NICE tree, bottom up, using
a distance metric of hop count, which corresponds to our
definition of load (as discussed in Section V-B). As nodes
enter and leave the tree, the NICE module performs the
appropriate cluster joins and splits as specified by the protocol.
Furthermore, to simulate the limit of the constant refinement
process, upon any change to the tree, the tree is rebuilt from
the bottom (layer 0) of each rooted subtree.

For a given experiment (which defines N , δ, and u(.)), each
run is defined by a network topology, a source node, and a
set of user nodes. The data presented varies the inputs in two
dimensions:
• Network Topology: As discussed in Section VI-G, we
use three different network topologies. Each is randomly
generated by BRITE, with the same parameters.
• Random Seed: Each run is defined by a random seed.
The seed determines the source and the users from the
network topology. It also defines the order via which the
simulator will iterate through the users.
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Unless otherwise noted, each experiment uses 30 random seeds
and 3 topologies for 90 runs per data point. To facilitate
comparison, we use the same topologies and seeds across all
of our experiments.
Most graphs present only the mean value over the trials.
However, the individual trials of all graphs are qualitatively
similar. Therefore, we feel that the mean is a sufficient metric,
unless otherwise noted.

H. Alternative Design Decisions
The simulator, as presented, embodies a few key design
decisions and assumptions regarding the approach to finding
trees and user behavior within the trees. However, we feel that
the conclusions drawn are qualitatively similar to those which
would have been obtained from alternative sound assumptions.
One implicit decision of the simulator is to construct trees
instead of searching the space of potential trees. For many
formation protocols, various faithful trees could be constructed
depending on ordering. Once built, the ordering of the cheating
could also cause different stable topologies result. Therefore,
an alternative approach is to construct all possible topologies
and evaluate which are stable. This has two downsides in that it
is computationally difficult and also provides little justification
for why one topology may arise versus another.
Another key decision is whether or not actions, once taken,
are permanent. In practice, when a node cheats, for example,
inventing children to move up the tree, this cheat need not
be permanent. After some period of time, based on the
actions other nodes, the node could choose to become faithful.
However, such a strategy would likely be quite complicated
for a node to implement effectively. Instead, our model takes
the approach that cheating is a permanent decision, though (as
described above) after cheating the user may still choose to
faithfully implement NICE in her new subtree.

E. Utility Function
The assumptions about QoS and the incentive for cheating
is embodied in the utility function. We use utility functions of
the following form:
√
u(d, c) = γ − λ d − βc
where γ, λ, and β are all parameters configurable in the
simulator. The selection of the square root function for the
depth is designed to capture the decreasing marginal disutility
of increasing depth. The linear function over the number
of children is based on the fact that some of the costs of
supporting children (e.g., CPU, bandwidth) scale linearly with
load. Finally, we have the constant γ term to capture the fact
that while depth and children do matter, another important
component of the utility function is simply obtaining the
content. Unless otherwise noted, the simulations in this paper
use γ = 10, λ = 1.0, and β = 0.25; in Section VIII-A, we
discuss a range of alternate utility functions.

I. Proof of Equilibrium Results
For simplicity, the strategies used by the agents here do not
anticipate the reactions of other players. Therefore, there may
be additional, more efficient, equilibria which are possible. In
our analysis, we examine properties of the stable points of the
simulator – when no user wants to cheat. Under reasonable
assumptions, these stable points are equilibrium outcomes
even if players had a perfect ability to understand future
reactions.
While a formal proof follows, the intuition is relatively
simple. Consider an overlay topology T ∗ that is stable in the
simulator. That is, no player wishes to either root itself or drop
a child considering only that action in isolation. If T ∗ were
not an equilibrium outcome (given perfect foresight), then a
player must be able to make a beneficial move, considering
the reactions of the other players. Since the only difference
between these two cases is the other players’ reactions, this
requires a player i to be able to move in a way that precipitates
a move by another player, j, which is beneficial to i. We can
show that under reasonable assumptions, this is impossible.
In this paper we consider two tree formation protocols,
NICE, which has been already presented, and Naive Min Cost,
which we present in Section VII-B.1. One salient feature of
NICE is that while most changes to not affect the tree, some
changes, over time can produce intricate reorganizations. Thus,
in rare cases, it may be possible for a node to move which
causes the protocol to further rearrange the tree in a way
that benefits the node. We call such events beneficial induced
restructuring events. In practice, not only are such events
relatively rare (since it involves at least two cheating moves

F. Response Function
The response function of the ISP plays an important role in
the behavior of the system. The simulator does not model the
actions of the ISP per se, but rather uses the response function
when evaluating the utility of different actions. Unless otherwise noted, the simulator uses the following linear response
function:
R(T ) =

L(U N I) − L(T )
L(U N I) − L(F )

where L(.) is the load operator, UNI is the unicast tree, and
F is the tree produced by faithful users.
Section VIII-B presents an analysis of a wider space of
response functions, demonstrating the relative insensitivity of
the conclusions to the choice of functions.
G. Network Topologies
To generate the underlying network topologies, the simulator uses the Boston university Representative Internet Topology gEnerator (BRITE) [18] . BRITE uses heavy-tailed models
to produce inter-AS and intra-AS models. In our simulations
we use the BRITE Barabasi model, a preferential attachment
model, for the inter-AS connectivity. For intra-AS (router)
connectivity, we use the BRITE Waxman model. All models
have 3000 nodes.
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leading to a positive outcome), it would also be very difficult
for a node to properly foresee such a move. Further, the move
will likely need to involve nodes not nearby in the tree as
simple moves (like disconnecting from the parent or having
a child leave) can be accomplished directly by the node. We
therefore feel the following assumption is very reasonable:
Restructuring Assumption: We assume that no node can
cause a beneficial induced restructuring event. That is, there is
no action for any player i that initially reduces her total payoff,
but induces the tree-formation protocol to restructure the tree,
which in turn induces some node j to cheat, and finally results
in a topology where the discounted payoff to i is greater than
in the original topology.
Again, this assumption is only needed for protocols like
NICE which attempt to re-balance the tree. For protocols
which produce a static tree or for architectures in which there
is no tree formation protocol, this assumption is not required.
We can now use the restructuring assumption to formalize the
preceding argument into the following theorem.
Definition 3: Let α be the strategy represented by the logic
of the simulator. That is, α prescribes that i moves from (d, c)
to (d , c ) iff:

VII. C ORE R ESULTS

In this section, we present the three core results from the
simulator and discuss their significance for system design. Our
three core results are:
1) System efficiency decreases with δ.
2) System efficiency decreases with N .
3) For the NICE protocol, under reasonable assumptions
system efficiency for sufficiently impatient users increases with k, the cluster size.
The first two results are fundamental to the thesis of this
paper and validate our basic assumptions and model – that
concerns about future existence can mitigate cheating in the
absence of external enforcement mechanisms. This is in line
with standard repeated game results. The third result is novel
insight gained specifically from this problem. In short, we find
that the NICE protocol naturally exploits the tradeoff between
depth and number of children by assigning nodes at higher
levels more children. This means that with even mild amounts
of selfishness, NICE trees can outperform a centralized mincost spanning tree protocol. Further, since this tradeoff is
already an explicit parameter in the protocol (cluster size),
it can be adjusted in various ways.
To provide insight and intuition, the results presented in this
1 − δR(L) section consider a simple model. In particular, we consider the
 

 
ui (d, c) ≥ (1−δR(L))ui (d , c )+δR(L )ui (d , c )∗
1 − δR(L ) basic utility function (from Section VI-E), no noise, and linear
reaction curve. In Section VIII, we relax these assumptions to
Further, per the implementation of the simulator, α first show that the main conclusions are robust to a wide range of
considers rooting itself and then considers child drops, in order operating environments consistent with our base assumptions.
from the least rooting cost to the most.
Many of the graphs in this section plot the impact of a
Theorem 1: Let T ∗ represent a stable point for players particular parameter on system efficiency. Efficiency in this
in the simulator (playing α). Assume that the restructuring context is defined to be the fraction of the improvement
assumption holds. Then, starting from T ∗ , always playing provided by the overlay that is realized in the face of selfish
users. Formally, we define it as:
“Stay” is a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium.
Definition 4: The efficiency of a particular tree, T , is deProof: The action space available to each node is
fined
as
{Drop Child j, Root Self, Stay}. Assume that the strategy
L(U ) − L(T )
of all players always playing “Stay” is not a subgame-perfect
L(U ) − L(F )
equilibrium. Then, there must be player i who can improve her
payoff by deviating from this strategy at some point in time. where L(.) calculates the network load of a tree, U is the
Consider the first player i who can profit from a deviation; it unicast tree, and F is the overlay tree for the same network
follows that i can profit from the deviation in the first round and users, with all users being faithful.
after reaching topology T ∗ , because “Stay” plays do not alter
A. Cooperation in Practice
the state of the game. Let us call the deviating action – which
As expected, system efficiency decreases with δ. This can
must be “Root Self” or “Drop Child” – D
be
seen simply in Figure 2, which examines a topology of 50
Let x be the total payoff to node i from playing “Stay”,
5

The steep slope as δ → 1.0 results from the 1δ terms in
nodes.
and let x be the total payoff to node i from playing D,
assuming that all other nodes continue to play “Stay”. But Equation (3). It is also useful to note that δ = 0 corresponds
this is exactly what the simulator examines and by definition to the negative result from the one-shot game presented in
it already considered and rejected D. Thus, if T ∗ is stable in Section IV.
Our second core result is that efficiency decreases with the
the simulator, it must be the case that x ≥ x .
number of nodes. This is important to understand as it is
Now let us consider the impact of playing D on other nodes.
an important dimension to consider for scalability concerns.
Let x be the payoff to i, taking into account the impact of
Figure 3 builds on Figure 2 by adding N = 10 and N = 100.
playing D on other nodes. Using the restructuring assumption,
Increasing N has two impacts on efficiency – it increases the
this payoff cannot be greater than x– there are no indirect
benefits to i. Thus, we must have x ≥ x – contradicting the
5 As discussed previously, each data point represents the average of 90
separate randomly generated trials.
assumption that D was a profitable deviation.
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Efficiency versus Delta for N ∈ {10, 50, 100}.

algorithm. If the nodes simply report their distances, as in [19],
then a cheating node can deflate its distance to the root and
inflate its distances to its neighbors [17]. Alternatively, if the
algorithm limits the number of children assigned to a node,
the basic NAT-based Sybil attack will enable the node to have
no children. Further, if the algorithm attempts to minimize
or otherwise bound the depth of the tree (to reduce stretch
or to preserve quality), the NAT attack will enable a node to
connect directly to the root. For the purposes of this analysis,
we assume that one or more of these techniques will permit
the action space that we simulate for NICE – a node can drop
any children and/or connect to the root if desired.
Not surprisingly, for δ = 1.0, NMC outperforms NICE, as
can be seen in Figure 5. The fact that NICE performs worse
is based on the fact that NICE makes myopic decisions based
on only local information. However, note that as in [2], NICE
still performs relatively well.
However, we see that NICE is far more robust, and thus far
more efficient, when faced with selfish users. Figure 5 plots
the load on the network for both NMC and NICE relative to
the load of the minimum cost tree, varying delta.6 While the
NMC algorithm outperforms NICE for δ = 1.0, its efficiency
rapidly decreases. NICE is therefore able to perform better for
a wide range of δ.
Careful inspection of the tree structure lends insight into
why NICE is robust but NMC is fragile to selfishly minded
users. With the NICE trees, a cluster leader at depth k is by

minimum δ at which cheating occurs and increases the rate at
which efficiency approaches zero.
An alternative way to view the impact of the number of
users is to examine the maximum value of delta such that
efficiency falls below a given threshold. We define this critical
point to be the “breaking point.” Figure 4 plots the breaking
point as a function of delta with a threshold of 15%. For
example the graph contains the point (0.94, 100). This means
that with δ = 0.94 the maximum number of nodes in a network
such that the efficiency is at least 15% is 100. As would be
expected, the curve is very steep as δ → 1.0.
B. Robustness of Tree Formation Protocols
The first two core results beg the question “How does the
shape of tree impact its robustness given impatient users?”
Of course different tree formation algorithms and protocols
can form trees with vastly different structure. Thus, instead of
heavyweight mechanisms (e.g., payment schemes or monitoring) an alternative approach to building more robust trees is
to alter the protocol or algorithm appropriately.
1) NICE vs Naive Minimum Cost Spanning Tree: To begin
our analysis, we compare NICE to a centralized algorithm
which creates the minimum cost spanning tree. As in [19],
this centralized algorithm may be run at the source and with
faithful nodes, will minimize the cost metric, network load.
Since selfish agents can perturb the tree, we instead call this
algorithm Naive Min-Cost Spanning Tree (NMC).
There are however several ways in which a node can cheat
this centralized algorithm, depending on the particulars of the

6 Because we are comparing two different topologies, we plot load on the
y-axis.
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Fig. 6. Utility Distribution for NMC and NICE at δ = 1.0. NICE induces
homogeneity across positions in the tree.

k = 3.) Obviously for k > N , we essentially have a unicast
tree with the source sending the stream to one node who then
sends it to everyone else. For N > k > 3 efficiency degrades.
However, Figure 8 shows how load scales as we decrease
delta for various k and the NMC algorithm. A load of 1.0
represents the load of NMC at δ = 1.0. The topologies with
larger k degrade less perform worse for faithful users but
degrade significantly less as δ → 0. This suggests that over a
range of δ values, while increasing k may decrease efficiency
for faithful users, it can be used to increase the robustness –
and thus the realized efficiency – of the system.
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VIII. I NSENSITIVITY OF R ESULTS

Cluster Size (k)

While the previous section examines a single model, the
core results and intuition presented apply to a much larger
space of assumptions. In particular, for simulation, we had to
assume specific forms for the utility function and the response
function. In this section, we investigate to what extent our
results are artifices of our specific assumptions, and to what
extent they capture general characteristics of the system itself.
To do this, we study the impact of changing the parameters
of the utility function and the shape of the response function,
and also of adding noise to the response that users receive
about the performance of the system. For each change, we
find that the key qualitative results are unchanged, although
the quantitative results do change.

Fig. 7. Load of NICE versus Cluster Size (k) at δ = 1.0 (normalized to the
load of NMC at δ = 1.0.)

definition a cluster leader at all depths k  > k. As such, the
benefits to being higher in the tree are mitigated by supporting
more children. In contrast, the minimum cost tree has no such
guaranteed structure. While of course it is possible by sheer
luck to have a robust topology, this is unlikely. We can further
appreciate this relationship by looking at the distribution of
utilities in the faithful trees. Figure 6 the per node utilities
(bucketed to the integer value) of the node at tree-creation
time. Here we see that the disparity in user utilities is greater
for the NICE algorithm (µ = 8.37, σ = 0.54) than for the Naive
Min-Cost Algorithm (µ = 7.46, σ = 0.61).
2) Applying the Lessons to NICE: This intuition can be
used to increase the robustness of NICE itself. A structured
tree where nodes near the top are asked to bear an appropriate
fraction of the burden is more robust against user incentives.
This suggests that just as we gained robustness moving from
NMC to NICE, we can, in some cases, also gain by increasing
the cluster size.
Recall from Section II that the cluster size of the NICE
algorithm defines the tree structure and the efficiency of the
tree when users are faithful. Figure 7 depicts this relationship.
In general, we find that low k, 2 or 3, minimizes load. (While
[2] and [17] do not present an analysis of load, they do use

A. Changing the Utility Functions
Recall that the utility function used in the paper thus far is:
√
u(d, c) = γ − λ d − βc
with (γ, λ, β) = (10, 1.0, 0.25). This function captures our
assumptions regarding the importance and direction of depth
and number of children on the user’s experience. However, the
intuition and conclusions presented extend to a large class of
utility functions that correspond to our assumptions.
Figure 9 plots efficiency versus delta for a variety of parameter settings for the utility function. (Each utility function is
represented in the legend by a (γ λ β) tuple.) As the parameter
values increase, the rate at which efficiency diminishes also
12

Efficiency vs Delta for Different Utility Functions (Gamma, Lambda, Beta)
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Figure 11 plots efficiency versus delta. Here we see two
effects of the sigmoid. The flat, initial, region of the response function causes an increased amount of initial cheating.
However, the sharp drop in the probability helps to induce
cooperation and faithfulness. As ω increases, both of these
factors become more prominent.
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B. Alternative Response Functions
The analysis above uses a linear reaction curve. This embodies the assumption that all load is equally harmful and noticed.
In some circumstances, a threshold-like behavior might be
more appropriate: As the load increases, there is initially no
effect on the expected lifetime of the system, but if the load
crosses a critical value, the expected lifetime drops sharply. In
this section, we use a parametrized sigmoid function to explore
the range between linear and threshold functions:

Impact of Cluster Size on Load (10, 1.0, 0.0)
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Sensitivity of k with Alternative Utility Function

increases. This is as expected as higher parameters correspond
to a greater incentive to cheat, and vice versa.
We also examined the impact of the utility function on the
relationship between k and efficiency, over the same range of
utility functions. In all cases, we found that at δ = 1.0 the
smaller values of k perform better. However, as δ increases,
this performance difference can significantly diminish, and in
some cases become inverted. Due to space constraints, we
only include the graph for the parameter values (10, 1, 0)
in Figure 10. (Note that the scales have been adjusted as
appropriate to provide a clearer view of the data.) In this case,
as with our original utility function, k = 8 is the most efficient
value over a large range of δ.

C. Information and Noise
The simulator embodies two key assumptions about information. First, we assume the nodes have perfect information
about the current level of efficiency in the network. Second,
we assume that the nodes perfectly understand the reaction
curve. It is more reasonable to assume that in practice, the
nodes will have a noisy signal of both.
To implement such noise in the simulator, we introduce a
noise term, ∈ [0, 1]. Instead of assuming that the load signal,
 is correct, the agent treats the signal as noisy and instead
assumes that the true load, ˆl ∈ U (− ∆, + ∆) where U (.) is
the uniform distribution and ∆ = L(U ) − L(F ), the improvement over unicast provided by faithful users. Therefore, when
evaluating the current and/or potential scenarios, the agent will
take the expected value over this range.7 While other noise

We also consider the extreme end of the parameter spectrum
with β = 0.5 and β = 0.75. For perspective,√moving
√ from a
depth of d = 2 to d = 1 increases
√ by 2 − 1 ≈ 0.41
√ utility
and from d = 3 to d = 2 is 3 − 2 ≈ 0.32. Therefore,
β = 0.5 implies that dropping a child is always more important
than moving up the tree and that for β = 0.75 it’s more than
twice as important to drop a child than to move from depth
3 to depth 2. Since it hard to support children in this space,
it is not surprising that k = 8 and k = 32 perform relatively
poorly. However, even here, we found that the gap between
k = 2 and the other settings diminishes quickly and that for
a range of δ, k = 32 outperforms k = 2.

7 There are two important implementation notes. First, the expected value
is calculating by evaluating the given function at a discrete number of points
in the range and averaging. Second, only points in the range [L(Faithful),
L(UNI)] are considered. For points outside that range, the nearest end-point
of the range is used.
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models could be used, this model captures uncertainty both
in the current position and in the exact nature of the reaction
curve with a single parameter. We consider the impact of k as
a function of noise and see that the fundamental relationships
still hold; we depict the results for = 0.5 in Figure 12.
In this model, the impact of noise varies on the reaction
function, but does not qualitatively change the qualitative
results of the model. We saw that with the linear response
function, increased noise causes users to be more cautious
– and thus more faithful. By contrast, the increased noise
diminishes the impact of the sigmoid. This is expected, as
the addition of noise has the effect of smoothing out the sharp
drop in the sigmoid.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
Application overlay multicast has the potential to be a
lightweight alternative to IP multicast. In order to design
robust overlays we need to take into account the users’
incentives. In this paper, we have described an approach to
analyzing user incentives using repeated games. The critical
feature of our model is that it captures the endogenous, systeminduced, motivation for users to cooperate. This allowed us
to identify system features and protocol parameters that can
increase the robustness to selfish users. We analyzed the NICE
protocol, and found that its layered branching structure helps
to make the protocol more robust to selfish users; further, under
reasonable assumptions, the cluster-size parameter can be used
to make the protocol even more robust.
One important direction for future work is to conduct further
empirical validation and calibration of the predictions made
by this model. This would be very useful to measure to
what extent real user cooperation is system-dependent, and
then build a composite model that includes both altruism and
repeated-game effects.
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